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Abstract

There were two main reasons why the NoSQL databases were born [6]: to make
the development easier and to spread the data across many computers. If we store
the data on many computers, it supports the reliability of the system, since if a
few computers fail the system can work and answer.

Many research papers state that NoSQL databases support big data. [4] [5] [8]
[10] The big data has many features, like the 3 V [2]: volume, variety, velocity. But
these 3V-s are increased to 5V-s [3] by veracity and value, and finally, there are 42
Vs. [7]

NoSQL databases can be classified into many categories, where the well-known
categories are the key-value, the document, the column-family and the graph
databases, however, the XML and object-oriented databases can also be consid-
ered NoSQL databases. [6] [9]

The DB-Engines Ranking website [1] lists the most used SQL and NoSQL
databases, where the first databases of each NoSQL category are the MongoDB
for the document category, Redis for the key-value category, Cassandra for the
column-family category and Neo4j for graph category. Of course, each category has
many other databases, in the first 40 databases we can find Amazon DynamoDB,
HBase, Couchbase, Memcached, Firebase and CouchDB databases.

In this paper, our goal is to examine how the NoSQL databases solve the variety
of big data features. We consider only the first database from each category based
on the DB-Engines Ranking website [1].

Variety as a feature of big data refers to the multiple data formats and types.
On a high level, you can categorise data types into structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data types. [3]
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Structured data are often stored in tabular form in most cases in relational
databases. [3]

Unstructured data can be binary or textual. The binary unstructured data are
often media files, like image, audio and video files. The textual unstructured data
can be blog postings or tweets. The unstructured data cannot be directly processed
using the statements of a database management system, since usually it does not
contain tools to play a video. [3]

Semi-structured data usually is hierarchical or graph-based. XML and JSON
are common forms of semi-structured data. Semi-structured data can be easier pro-
cessed even using the statements of the database management systems compared
to unstructured data. [3]

In this paper, we are interested how these NoSQL databases (Redis, MongoDB,
Cassandra and Neo4j) can store unstructured data, namely video, audio and image.
We can consider media files as binary values, and if the database management
systems do not offer any other tools to store media files, we will store them with
the help of binary data type.

There is another common solution in which the media files are stored in the
file system, and the database contains only their path. In this case, the NoSQL
databases cannot offer support belonging to tools and normal working of the
database for these data, like sharding, replication, and backup. We will not exam-
ine this solution.
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